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1 PreliminariesThe dissertation deals with some aspets of the statistial analysis ofrandom permutations. Random permutations most frequently appear as or-derings of the elements of a �nite set. In soiologial studies, individuals maybe asked to rank a number of hoies aording to importane or preferene.In other ases, voters, judges, or exam boards rank andidates, tenders, orappliants, and make deisions based on these orderings. Moreover, a per-mutation an desribe the pairing of the elements of two sets: one an pairjobs with employees or students with tutors. Finally, any real dataset maybe analysed based on only the ranks.My aim was to give an overview of the various parametri models appli-able to permutation data, to study estimation of the parameters and assessof �t, and to develop new models. Part of my motivation for this researhwas the experiene that we � my supervisor and I � ould not �nd a well-�tting simple model for the 1980 eletion data of the Amerian PsyhologialAssoiation. This dataset is one of the most well-studied in the literature,see for example [1, 3, 10, 11, 13℄. We ould formulate a simple model, whihdid not provide a satisfatory �t for these data, but performed signi�antlybetter than the other models. This new model led me to onsider onditionalindependene models and fatorizing models for random permutations. Inthe dissertation, borrowing terminology from the theory of ontingeny tableanalysis, I all these models hierarhial models.The book by Marden [10℄ gives a thorough overview of the existing modelsfor random rankings. The author was partly inspired by the onferene enti-tled �Probability Models and Statistial Analyses for Ranking Data,� held inAmherst in 1990, the proeedings of whih was edited by Fligner and Verdui[5℄. The paper by Crithlow, Fligner and Verdui [2℄ also deserves mention-ing, whih, while shorter, ontains important results about the properties ofthe models (reversibility, label-invariane, L-deomposability, unimodality,omplete onsensus).
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2 MethodsOne of the tools I used is algebrai statistis. As the name suggests, this�eld is onerned with the appliation of algebrai tools in statistis. Thesetools are espeially suited for studying losures of exponential families, whihis of both theoretial and pratial importane. The following spei� results,used in the dissertation, an be found in the papers by Diaonis and Sturmfels[4℄, Geiger, Meek and Sturmfels [6℄, and Rapallo [12℄.Let X = fx1; : : : ; xsg denote a �nite set, and let M = (mij) be a t � smatrix with nonnegative integer entries. The probability distribution p =(p(x1); : : : ; p(xs)) is said to belong to the so-alled tori model F(M), ifthere exist nonnegative parameters �1; : : : ; �t, with whihp(xi) = (�) tYj=1 �mjij ; 1 � i � s:The set T is alled M-feasible, if for eah i 62 T , we have Supp(mi) 6�[j2TSupp(mj), where mi denotes the ith olumn vetor of M , and Supp(�)denotes the support of the vetor in the argument. The nonnegative torivariety assoiated with M is the setXM = fx 2 Rs�0 : xu � xv = 0 8u; v 2 Ns suh that Mu = Mvg;where xu = Qi xuii . The tori ideal generated by the polynomials xu � xvabove is denoted by IM .Theorem 2.1 (Geiger et al. [6℄) l(F(M)) = XM , where l(�) stands forlosure. Moreover, for p 2 XM , we have p 2 F(M) if and only if the supportof p is M-feasible.Theorem 2.2 (Rapallo [12℄) For every M , there exists a maximal repre-sentation Mmax, for whih l(F(M)) = F(Mmax).The funtions f1; : : : ; fL : X ! Z are said to be aMarkov basis for the modelF(M), if for every u, the steps fi generate a strongly onneted graph on thefrequeny vetors g : X ! N satisfying Mg = u (where the step fi takes2



g to g + fi). Markov bases an be used to run Monte Carlo proedures forassessing goodness of �t in the ase of small datasets, where the asymptotisof the �2 test is not appliable.Theorem 2.3 (Diaonis és Sturmfels [4℄) The funtions f1; : : : ; fL on-stitute a Markov basis if and only if the polynomials xf+i �xf�i are a generatingset of the ideal IM , where f+i (f�i ) is the positive (negative) part of fi.I also used the theory of hierarhial and log-linear models, or more gen-erally the theory of disrete exponential families. The relevant results anbe found in the book by Lauritzen [8℄. Keeping the previous setting, letA 2 A be partitions of the set X , and let the rows of the matrix MA bethe indiator vetors of the lasses of these partitions (so for a partitionwith k lasses, we have k rows in MA). Then in the model l(F(MA)), themaximum likelihood estimate exists uniquely, and it an be found by e.g.iterative proportional saling (IPS). For any x 2 X , let x(A) be the lass ofpartition A ontaining x, and for any probability distribution p on X , letp(x(A)) =Py2X :y(A)=x(A) p(y) be the p-probability of this lass. Suppose wehave a sample with empirial distribution r, and we want to �nd the elementof l(F(MA)), whih maximizes the likelihood of the sample. Let p(0) be anarbitrary stritly positive element of the model F(MA) (e.g. the uniformdistribution). Then the (t+1)st iteration step of the IPS algorithm updatesp(t) as p(t+1)(x) = r(x(A))p(t)(x(A))p(t)(x); x 2 X ;where A runs ylially over the set A.3 Results3.1 The inversions model of MCullaghThe following model was introdued by Peter MCullagh [11℄. Let C � [n℄be a k-element subset. A permutation �C of the elements of C is alled a(k � 1)st order inversion, if none of its oordinates is in its own plae withrespet to the monotone inreasing order (where [n℄ = f1; : : : ; ng). We say3



that the permutation � 2 Sn ontains the inversion �C (in notation �C � �),if the elements of C appear in � in the order �C . Then the model de�ned bythe inversions �1C1 ; : : : ; �sCs onsists of distributions satisfyinglog p�(�) = Xi:�iCi�� �i; � = (�1; : : : ; �s) 2 Rs : (1)In the dissertation, I prove MCullagh's following onjeture.Theorem 3.1 In the model (1), if � 6= � , then p� 6= p� .The theorem is equivalent to the following ombinatorial reformulation. De-�ne a graph GH on the vertex set Sn as follows. From the permutation �,there is a direted edge to all permutations obtained from � by moving oneelement to its proper position (other elements are shifted, if neessary). Asan example, for n = 5, from (24351) there are direted edges to the permu-tations (12435), (42351), (23541), (24315).Theorem 3.2 There are no direted yles in the graph GH .3.2 EM algorithms for Plakett-Lue-type modelsTake n players, the overall ability of the ith one is expressed by theparameter �i. Aording to the Plakett-Lue model, if the players I � [n℄take part in a ompetition, then the probability of the ordering � isp(�) = jIjYk=1 ��(k)PjIjj=k ��(j) ; (2)where �(1) is the overall winner, �(jIj) is the overall loser. Lue [9℄ derivedthis model from the ranking postulate and the hoie axiom. It is easy tohek that if Zi (i = 1; : : : ; n) are independent random variables, exponen-tially distributed with parameters �i, then the righthandside of (2) is justthe probability P (Z�(1) < : : : < Z�(jIj)). This observation leads to the follow-ing EM algorithm, whih iteratively �nds the maximum likelihood estimateof the parameters �i. Suppose we have m observations, the rth of whih4



onsists of the ordering �r of the players in Ir. For all i 2 Ir, let �r(i) be therank of i in the ordering �r. Finally, let mi denote the number of observedorderings ontaining player i. With these notations, one EM-step is given by�(t+1)i = mi 24Xr:i2Ir �r(i)Xk=1 1PjIrjj=k �(t)�r(j)35�1 1 � i � n:Hunter [7℄ derived MM algorithms for this model and its generalizations.He also gave onditions under whih the algorithms onverge to the uniquemaximum likelihood estimate. I showed that EM algorithms are also a natu-ral hoie for this estimation problem, although, aording to my simulationstudies, their onvergene is slower than the onvergene of the MM algo-rithms.3.3 L-deomposabilityFor a permutation � = (�(1); : : : ; �(n)), let �fi::jg = f�(i); : : : ; �(j)gand �(i::j) = (�(i); : : : ; �(j)). The random permutation � (and its distri-bution) is L-deomposable, if the sets �f1::kg, k = 1; : : : ; n form a Markovhain. �L� stands for Lue, sine these are exatly the distributions satisfyingLue's ranking postulate. Denote by (�; �) the onatenation of two partialpermutations, and for a subset C � [n℄, let SC onsist of all permutations ofthe elements of C.Theorem 3.3 The L-deomposable distributions form a losed tori model.The tori ideal orresponding to the model is generated by all polynomials ofform x(�1;�1)x(�2;�2)� x(�1;�2)x(�2;�1), where �1; �2 2 SC and �1; �2 2 S[n℄nC forsome C.Theorem 3.4 For n = 4 and n = 5, the L-deomposable model has a uniqueminimal Markov basis, whih is equal to the one desribed in the previoustheorem. For n � 6, the basis of the previous theorem is not minimal, andthe minimal basis is not unique.The following theorem is about the properties of the maximum likelihood(ML) estimate. 5



Theorem 3.5 In the L-deomposable model, the ML estimate always existsuniquely, it has an expliite form, and its exat distribution an be alulated.Moreover, the following hyper Markov property holds: for all k, the randomdistributions fP̂ (�(1::k) = u)gu and fP̂ (�(k+1::n) = v)gv are onditionallyindependent, given the random distribution fP̂ (�f1::kg = C)gC, where P̂denotes the ML estimate.3.4 Bi-L-deomposabilityThe following property was not studied in the literature before. Let usall the random permutation � (and its distribution) bi-L-deomposable, ifboth � and ��1 are L-deomposable. I introdued hierarhial models forrandom permutations to study bi-L-deomposability. Let D (resp. R) bepartitions of [n℄ with d (resp. r) lasses. The oarsening of � on the produtpartition P = D �R is the d� r matrixj�(P)j = (tij); tij = jf1 � s � n : s 2 Di; �(s) 2 Rjgj:De�nition 3.6 Let P1; : : : ;Ps be produt partitions of [n℄� [n℄. The stritlypositive distribution p on Sn belongs to the hierarhial model with generatorsP1; : : : ;Ps, in notation p 2 L(P1; : : : ;Ps), if there exist funtions �i suh thatlog p(�) = sXi=1 �i(j�(Pi)j) 8� 2 Sn:We write D0 � D if the partition D0 is �ner than D.Theorem 3.7 Let L(Di � R : i = 1; : : : ; s) and L(D � Rj : j = 1; : : : ; t)be two hierarhial models, where D � Di and R � Rj for all 1 � i � s,1 � j � t. Then the intersetion of the two models is the hierarhial modelL(Di �Rj : i = 1; : : : ; s; j = 1; : : : ; t).This theorem is appliable to the L-deomposable hierarhial model andits inverse, whose intersetion is the bi-L-deomposable hierarhial model.Some further alulations yield the following.6



Theorem 3.8 The family of stritly positive bi-L-deomposable distributionshas Pn�1i=1 i2 free parameters.In the dissertation, I give two parametrizations, whih orrespond to twobases of the subspae in Rn! spanned by the logarithms of bi-L-deomposabledistributions. One basis is orthogonal, the other is 0� 1.Eah hierarhial model has a matrix MA of the type desribed in theMethods setion. Denote by ML the matrix of the L-deomposable model,and by MB the matrix of the bi-L-deomposable model. I ould determinethe Markov basis of F(MB) only for n = 4.Theorem 3.9 The minimal Markov basis of F(MB) for n = 4 onsists of10 degree-2 polynomials (from the Markov bases of F(ML) and its inverse),and 8 degree-4 polynomials.This observation led to the following result, valid for all n.Theorem 3.10 The model F(MB) is not losed, and even its losure is astrit subset of all bi-L-deomposable distributions.3.5 S-deomposabilityIn the analysis of bi-L-deomposable distributions, a stronger property,S-deomposability played an important role. The random permutation �and its distribution p is S-deomposable, if there exist parameters �(C) � 0(C � [n℄) suh that p(�) =Qnk=1�(�f1::kg). � is bi-S-deomposable, if both� and ��1 are S-deomposable.Theorem 3.11 A stritly positive distribution p is S-deomposable, if andonly if it is L-deomposable, and there exist parameters �0(C) > 0 suh thatP (�(k + 1) = xj�f1::kg = C) = �0(C [ x)Py 62C �0(C [ y) :Stritly positive S-deomposable distributions form a hierarhial model withmodel matrix MS . The orresponding tori model F(MS) is not losed,however, its Markov basis an be haraterized.7



Theorem 3.12 Let the sets C1; D1; C2; D2; : : : ; Cj; Dj � [n℄ satisfy jCij = k,jDij = k + 1, and Ci; Ci+1 � Di (with Cj+1 := C1). Let �i 2 SCi and�i 2 S[n℄nDi. For all suh hoies, reate the polynomialjYi=1 x(�i;DinCi;�i) � jYi=1 x(�i;Di�1nCi;�i�1);where D0 = Dj and �0 = �j. These polynomials, together with the ones inthe Markov basis of F(ML), form a Markov basis of the model F(MS).In summary, we found that the S- and bi-S-deomposable families are moreomplex algebraially than the L- and bi-L-deomposable families.3.6 Label-invarianeSuppose the elements of a set are labelled with the integers 1; : : : ; n, andan ordering of these elements is given by �. If we relabel the elements, i.e.hange label i to label �(i), then the same ordering is given by the permu-tation �� (the operation here is group multipliation). Similarly, if ��1 isa ranking expressed with the original labelling, then the same ranking withthe new labelling beomes ��1��1. This motivates the question, whether amodel for random permutations is invariant under multipliations from theleft and right.Theorem 3.13 Let n � 4. The family of L-deomposable distributions isinvariant under left multipliations. It is invariant under right multipliationby �, if and only if � belongs to the eight-element subgroup of Sn generatedby the permutations (nn�1 : : : 21) and (2134 : : : n).It is natural to ask whih subfamily of the L-deomposable distributionsis invariant under all right multipliations. More preisely, we are lookingfor those distributions on Sn, whih remain L-deomposable after any rightmultipliation.Theorem 3.14 Let n � 4. A stritly positive distribution p on Sn re-mains L-deomposable after all right multipliations, if and only if it is8



quasi-independent, i.e. there exist parameters i(x), 1 � i; x � n suh thatp(�) =Qni=1 i(�(i)).4 ConlusionsThe researh reported in the dissertation showed that while there aremany simple, elegant, pratial and realisti models to desribe random per-mutations, there is still room for the development of new models. Suh ouldbe hierarhial models, some of whih an be interpreted as onditional inde-pendene models. I would like to haraterize �simple� hierarhial models,whih would be an analogue of deomposable graphial models in the lassi-al theory. Greater insight ould be gained by alulating the Markov basisof other hierarhial models, the main di�ulty is that urrent algorithmsquikly beome infeasible as n grows. It would be useful to give general up-per bounds for the degree of these Markov bases. A haraterization of theintersetion of hierarhial models in the general ase is also open.The dissertation is based on the following papers� Conditional independene relations and log-linear models for randommathings. Ata Math. Hungar., Online First (2008).� (with Rejt®, L. and Tusnády, G.) Statistial Inferene on RandomStrutures. In: Horizons of Combinatoris, Bolyai Soiety Mathemat-ial Studies 17, Springer (2008), 37-66.� Markov bases of onditional independene models for permutations. Toappear in Kybernetika.� On L-deomposability of random permutations. Submitted to J. Math.Psyh., under revision.� An ayli operation on the symmetri group. Submitted.
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